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Summary of Comments Received on Concept Paper on Lowering the
Minimum Capital Requirement
1.

Introduction

On March 11, 2014, IIROC published for comment a concept paper that introduced the possibility of
establishing a lower minimum capital requirement for Type 1 and Type 2 introducing brokers. See
IIROC Rules Notice 14-0065 - IIROC Concept Paper - Lower minimum capital requirement (the
“Concept Paper”).
This notice summarizes the comments we received on the Concept Paper and discusses our
decision to maintain the existing capital requirements.
2.

Background

The Concept Paper introduced the possibility of lowering the minimum capital requirement for Type
1 1 and Type 2 introducing brokers for, among others, the following reasons:

1

Currently, IIROC does not have any Type 1 introducing brokers.
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•

Type 1 and Type 2 introducing brokers either do not handle or have access to client cash or
securities, or if they do, it is in a very limited way; therefore, there is a materially lower risk of
client loss in the event of insolvency; and

•

a lower minimum capital requirement for Type 1 and Type 2 introducing brokers would more
closely align IIROC’s minimum capital requirement with the minimum capital requirements
that apply to other securities industry registrants such as exempt market dealers, portfolio
managers and certain types of mutual fund dealers.2

Please refer to the Concept Paper for greater details on the reasons for the consultation.
3.

Summary of comments received

We received two comment letters on the Concept Paper. 3 One commentator fully supported the
proposal described in the Concept Paper and made a short submission stating its position that lower
capital requirements for Type 1 and Type 2 introducing brokers would “ease the path towards new
registration” for firms considering registration with IIROC as a Type 2 introducing broker.
In contrast, another commentator strongly opposed lowering the capital requirements for, among
others, the following reasons:

2

3

•

Risk Profile. While a firm’s access to, or ability to handle, cash or securities does have some
bearing on its risk profile, it is not the only, or even the most important factor to consider
when assessing a firm’s risk profile. Rather, a firm’s inherent risk has more to do with the
type of business it conducts. For example, a firm carrying on a pure wealth management
business model will have a lower risk profile than a firm engaging in proprietary trading,
international trading, corporate finance or other international business, or those that permit
direct market access to clients.

•

Minimum Capital Requirements. The minimum capital requirements do not represent the
“actual” capital requirements imposed by IIROC and/or carrying firms. In practice, IIROC may
require capital that exceeds the regulatory minimum and carrying firms often demand
additional deposits for certain lines of business that they deem to carry a higher risk profile.

•

Regulatory Burden & Aligning with Capital Requirements of other Registrants. The current
minimum capital requirements for Type 1 and 2 introducing brokers do not represent an
undue regulatory burden. The existence of higher standards in this regard for IIROC dealers

Please refer to the Concept Paper for a comparison of the minimum capital requirements that apply to various securities
industry registrants in Canada and the United States.
Copies of these letters have been posted on the IIROC website (www.iiroc.ca) under the “Tool Bar” on the right-hand side of
our home page under the sub-heading “Notices – Dealer Rules – Request for Comments”. On the “Dealer Request for
Comments” page, select the “Comments Received” link corresponding with the title “IIROC Concept Paper - Lower minimum
capital requirement”.
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2

versus other registrants is appropriate, and is consistent with the higher degree of investor
protection provided by an IIROC dealer.
•

4.

Barrier to Entry. The minimum capital requirements for IIROC Dealer Members are not, and
should not be, a barrier to entry for potential new IIROC Dealer Members. The existing
standards are not overly burdensome and differentiate IIROC firms from registrants that have
lower standards.
Decision

As described in this notice, we did not receive overwhelming support for making the change
identified in the Concept Paper and received several reasons for not making the change. We are
pleased that the comments we received have confirmed that the existing capital requirements for
Type 1 and Type 2 introducing brokers remain appropriate. Accordingly, we have decided to
maintain the existing capital requirements.
We remain committed, however, to delivering risk-based oversight of, and minimizing undue
regulatory burden on, all IIROC Dealer Members. To that end, a number of initiatives are planned,
including:
•

a complete review of the risk models used to determine compliance examination frequency
and scope; and

•

implementation of mechanisms to ensure that all new rules are appropriately principlesbased, with guidance provided to illustrate various ways for different business models and
sizes to comply.
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